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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

One obvious aim of educational psychology is to seek optimal teach

ing strategies for certain recurring instructional situations, based on

knowledge of the learning process involved. Undoubtedly, this aim is

implicit in most of the experimental work in this area. It is only

recently, however, that there have been serious effortEl at formal deri

vation of teaching strategieEl from deElcriptive models of learning

processes. There are a number of good reaElons why formal study of this

problem has been neglected. :Pefore formal derivation of .a strategy can

begin, an explicit, deElcriptively adequate model of the learning process

under consideration must exiElt. Such models have been developed only in

the last twenty years for even the simplest learning situations. Given

an adequate descriptive framework, i~ is still necessary to formulate

the optimization problem in terms amenable to mathematical analYElis.

The developmentEl in sequential decision theory and mathematical program

ming (which now make such analyses feasible) have all occurred Elince

1945. ;Finally, formal optimization questionEl were completely academic

prior to the development of' modern computer technology. The large amount

of record keeping and Elimple calculation Which mUElt be accomplished in

bJ;'ief time periods. in order to implement optimal procedures effectively

limits the use of these procedures to computer-aElsisted instruction

settings. Now that computer-asElisted inEltruction is becoming more wide

spread, optimization questions aSElume practical importance. This paper
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is intended as a contribution to the study of an interesting optimization

problem in a learning task which commonly occurs in instructiono

If appropriate mathematical tools are to be brought to bear on an

optimization problem, it is necessary to place some rather severe re

strictions on the nature of the learning situation to be considered.

The present study is limited to situations in which the task is to teach

the correct responses to a number of stimulus items, using a paired

associate teaching procedure. It is assumed that the items are learned

independently, in the sense that the difficulty of learning an unknown

item does not depend on whether or not other items are known. Only one

item can be presented on a given trial and the total number of trials

is limited. The optimization problem to be considered is to find the

best strategy for deciding which item to present a subject on a given

trial, based on his performance on previous trialso

There are two principal reasons for concentrating on the item

selection problem for paired-associate learning instead of considering

other learning paradigms which can be described reasonably well by exist

ing models, eogo, simple cue learning ° First, the optimization problem

for the paired-associate case has received a fair amount of both

theoretical and empirical attention and the direction in which more

study is needed is' fairly clear. Second, this paradigm is directly rele

vant to some practical learning tasks, such as drill activities used in

the learning of vocabulary items in second-language learning, the acqui

sition of a sight vocabulary and a knowledge of phonics in initial reading,

and the mastery of spelling.
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Two Strategies from Two Models

In subsequent chapters, three different strategies for choosing

items to present will be examined in some detail. The first two strat

egies are based directly on corresponding simple models of the learning

process. The third strategy is also motivated by model considerations,

but the connection between model and strategy is not as direct in this

The first strategy may be described as follows, On a given trial,

present the item which has received the fewest presentations up to that

point. ~f more than one item satisfies this criterion, select the item

at random from the set satiSfying the criterion. Upon examination, this

strategy is seen to be equivalent to the standard cyclic presentation

procedure commonly employed in experiments o~ paired-associate learning.

~t amounts to presenting all items once, randomly reordering them, pre

senting them again and repeating the procedure until the number of trials

allocated to instruction have been exhausted. This procedure will be

referred to hereafter as the RC (for random cyclic) procedure or strategy.

A rationale for the RC procedure can be prqvided by a simple linear

. model of the learning process. In this model, the state of the learner

with respect to each item in a list depends only on the number of times

each item has been presented. The state of the learner is represented

by his momentary probability of error for each item. At the start of

instruction, all items have some initial probability of error, say ql;

each time an item is presented, its error probability is reduced by a

factor a, which is less than one, ~hat is,.
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or alternatively

thWhen an item is presented for the n time, the reduction in error proba-

bUity is given by

n-l )
= a (l-a"l'

The fact that the decrement in error probability for an item becomes

smaller each time it is presented leads naturally to the RC procedure,

The second strategy is more complicated to describe, but the essen-

tial idea is very simple: ignore responses prior to the last error on an

item; present the item which has received the fewest correct responses

since its last error, If more than one item is eligible according to

this rule, select the item to be presented at random from the set of

eligible items. Karush and Dear (1966) proved that this strategy is

optimal if the assumption that learning proceeds according to the so-

called one-element~ is valid. The strategy is optimal in the sense

that it maximizes the expected number of items learned in a fixed number

of presentations. For this reason, this strategy will be referred to

hereafter as the OEM strategy,

According to the one-element model a student is in one of two states

with respect to each item at any given point in time: the learned state

or the unlearned state, When an unlearned item is presented, it moves

into the learned state with probability c, That is,

4



with probability l-c

with probability c •

Once an item is learned, it remains in the learned state throughout the

course of instruction, so there is no reason to present the item again.

A sUbject may respond correctly to an item even though the item is in

the unlearned state and the subject is guessing. In effect, the OEM

strategy selects items for presentation that are most likely to be in

the unlearned state.

The linear model, which provides a basis for the RC procedure, and

the one-element model, which provides a basis for the OEM procedure, are

the simplest models for paired-associate learning having any empirical

support. On the whole, the one-element model gives a better account of

data from experiments using the RC procedure, than the linear model; see,

for example, Bower (1961). The data which lead to this conclusion would

also lead one to believe that a given number of presentations allocated

to a list of items using the OEM procedure would produce significantly

better results than the same number of presentations allocated according

to the RC procedure. The predicted advantage for the OEM strategy often

fails to materialize, unless special modifications are made in the OEM

procedure. This anomaly provides the motivation for the developments

to be reported in SUbsequent chapters.

Atkinson and Crothers (1964) reported data comparing performance

of several models of learning and retention which suggests consideration

should be given to procedures based on models taking forgetting phenomena

into account. However, it turns out that the performance of procedures
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based directly on forgetting models is difficult to characterize in a

general way. The two strategies described above are special in two re

spects, which make the relationship between model and strategy simpler

for them than it is in general. One special feature both the OEM and

RC procedure possess is that they maximize both immediate gain in proba

bility of correct response and global gain over the course of the

experiment considered as a whole. It is the exception rather than the

rule for a procedure to be capable of maximiZing both of these quantities.

Another rather rare property which these procedures have in common is

that implementation of neither one depends on the parameter values of

the model on which it is based.

The approach to be taken in this paper is to use a general theory .

of learning and forgetting to describe performance of three strategies,

the two already mentioned and a third hypothetical strategy. This hypo

thetical strategy is a modification of the OEM strategy which would be

optimal under the assumption of the general forgetting model if it could

be carried out. For reasons which will be clear when the strategy is

described in detail later, the strategy would be impossible to implement.

Nevertheless, the strategy serves as a useful bound against which im

plementable strategies can be compared.

The rest of this paper is devoted to consideration of the relative

performance of the three strategies discussed above, using the general

forgetting theory as a model framework. The forgetting theory and the

reasons for adopting it for this study are described in Chapter II; this

chapter also contains several counterexamples which demonstrate the

infeasibility of dealing with globally optimal strategies in the context
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of the forgetting theory framework. Because it is not feasible to deal

with globally optimal strategies, it is necessary to take a descriptive

approach to the evaluation of presentation strategies. Chapter III is

devoted to the definition and derivation of formulas for operating charac

teristics of the three strategies described above. These formulas are

then used in Chapter IV to make numerical comparisons of the strategies

for selected special cases within the general framework of forgetting

theory. In Chapter V the conclusions of the study are summarized and

implications for future research are considered. The results presented

in this paper are new, at least to the author's knowledge, unless other

wise noted.
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CHAPTER II

A c;EJijJRAL FORGETTING THEORY AND ITS IMPLICATIONS

FOR PRESENTATION STRATEGIES

The General Forgetting Theory proposed by Rumelhart (hereafter to

be called the GFT) is a synthesis of several models which represent dif

ferent ways to generalize the OEM, These models retain much of the

simple all-or_none character of the OEM while introducing the factor of

forgetting, which the OEM does not take into account, The theory is

relevant to the problem being treated here because the phenomena of for

getting could work in a variety of ways to undermine the OEM strategy.

There is considerable evidence now that forgetting works in such a

way that the OEM strategy is not as effective as it theoretically should

be. In an experiment designed to test the advantage of the OEM procedure

over the standard RC procedure reported by Dear, Silberman, Estavan and

Atkinson (1967), the advantage predicted for the OEM was not observed.

Experimental findings of Hellyer (1962) and Greeno (1964), among others,

suggest that when items are presented repeatedly within a short period

of time (as they often are under the OEM procedure), many are responded

to correctly on the massed presentations, but are then rapidly forgotten.

This interpretation is consistent with that of Dear and his associates.

Experiments which have shown the predicted advantage for the OEM pro- .

cedure, such as one by Lorton reported in Atkinson and Paulson (1972),

have modified the procedure to minimize the number of massed presentations.

The General Forgetting Theory

The GFT can be described as follows. At any given time, a SUbject

is in one Of three possible states of learning with respect to each item:
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the unlearned state, the short-term retention state, or the long-term

retention state. When an item is presented, transitions between states

occur according to the following stochasti.c matrix.

State on trial t+l Probability of correct

L S U response, given the state

L

[:
0 0 1

State on
S l-c 0 1trial t

U b l-a-b g

That is to say, if an unlearned item is presented, then with proba-

bility ~ it is learned in such a way that it will be retained fora

relatively long time, with probability ~ it is learned in such a way that

it is likely to be forgotten soon, and with probability l-a-b it remains

unlearned. If an item in the short-term retention state is presented,

then with probability c it will shift to the long-term retention state,

and with probability l-c it will remain in the short-term state. When-

ever an item reaches the learned state, it remains there for the duration

of the experiment.

When an item in either the long.~ or short-term state is presented,

the correct response is given with probability 1. If an unlearned item

is presented, the correct response is given with the guessing probability g.

In this extended model it is necessary to consider what happens to

items which are not presented on a trial. Transitions between states

occur according to the matrix
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State on trial t+l

L S U

L 1 0 0

State on
S 0 I-f ftrial t

U 0 0 1

That is, items in the short-term retention state are forgotten, with

probability f, while items in the long-term retention state or the un-

learned state are unaffected.

~f it is stipulated that the parameter £ in the learning matrix is

0, then an item can never enter the short-term state so the model reduces

to the OEM in this case.

Perhaps the quickest way to follow the character of the GFT frame-

work is to consider briefly some of the other models which it encompasses

as special cases. Table 2.1 is intended to give the reader an abbreviated

natural history of the formulation just given. The various special cases

all assume a forgetting matrix of the form given above. They differ

with respect to the f®rm of the learning matrix. The differences reflect

differences in assumptions regarding two separate issues.

The earlier models all assume that some learning takes place when-

ever an item in the unlearned state is presented. Hence, the probability

of staying in the unlearned state is O. The models differ regarding the

relative size of the probability of transition to the long-term state

from the unlearned and short-term states, respectively. The model of

Atkinson and Crothers (1964) assumes that these transition probabilities

are equal. The model of Greeno (1964) assumes that transitions to the

10



Table 201

Transition Matrices of the Learning Process for

Special Cases of the General Forgetting Theory

State on trial N+l Comments

L S U

L

[:
0

:]
One of the original

S l-a
versions of the long-
short model due to

U I-a Atkinson & Crothers (1964)

L 11 0

:]S
1

0 1
A coding model due to
Greeno (1964)

U ia I-a
'-

L

r~
0

:]
A partial learning

State on S I-a model due to Pernbach

U La 1 (1965 )
trial N

L

[:
a 01

S I-b 0
A general model encom-
passing the three above

U I-a 0
'"

L

[~
0 al A further extension

S 1-by 01
introducing an attention
parameter 1', due to

U ay (l-a)y 1-1'J Rumelhart (1967)

L

[:
a ,-JS l-c

The formulation given
in this paper

U b
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long-term state can only take place from.the unlearned state, and the

model of Bernbach (1965) assumes that these transitions can only occur

from the short~term state. These three models all have learning matrices

depending on a single parameter. If one wishes to leave the issue of the

relative size of these transition parameters open, he can do so at the

price of introducing a second learning parameter, as indicated in the

fourth transition matrix in Table 2.1.

In formulating his GFT, Rumelhart leaves the issue of the relative

size of the transition probabilities open, and introduces a third param

eter r, which he regards as an attention parameter. If r is less than 1,

there is positive probability that an item in the unlearned state will

stay there following a presentation. The final matrix, which corresponds

to the one given above, is a very slight generalization of Rumelhart I s

formulation. Combinations of a, b, and c in the final formulation for

which c > a+b do not correspond to any possible combination of a, b, and

r in the fifth matrix. The cases of most concern in this paper satisfy

the constraint c ~ a, so the difference is essentially one of notational

convenience. According to Rumelhart, the introduction of r results in

a marked improvement in the fit of the model to his data.

Now let us consider the implications of the GFT framework for pre

sentation strategies. It is well-known that the strategy which maximizes

immediate gain in probability of correct response can differ from the

strategy which maximizes the global gain over the course of the experi

ment as a whole. The latter type of strategy is called globally optimal.

The rest of this chapter presents findings which together demonstrate

the need to leave the search for globally optimal strategies in favor of

12



a detailed description of operating characteristics of certain selected

strategies. The crux of the argument is that the globally optimal

strategy requires looking more than one trial ahead in all cases of in-

terest; in the context of the general forgetting theory this fact alone

makes the globally optimal strategy very difficult to characterize in

a useful way.

It is unfortunate that the strategy that looks just one trial ahead

is not globally optimal, because this strategy is mathematically simple

and intuit.ively reasonable. There are very clear interpretations of this

strategy in each of the special cases of the GFT framework described

above. Each of these is a plausible generalization of or alternative to

the optimal strategy corresponding to the one-element model. But counter-

examples will be provided to show that none of these are globally optimal.

Strategies Maximizing Immediate Gain

Let £. ,s. u. be the respective probabilities that item i
~)n J.,n J ~,n

is in the long-term, short-term, or unlearned state on trial n. Let

5
i

n be an indicator variable which is 1 if item i is presented on trial,
n, 0 if it is not. The probability that item i is in the long-term re-

tention state on trial n+l is given by

£, + 5. (cs. + au. ).
lJD l,n l,n l,D

The expected gain in number of items in the long-term state on trial

n+l is given by

I

I:
i=l

£ -i,n+l

I

I:
i=l

£,
l,n

13
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Clearly, the expected gain is maximized if we present the items with

largest values of cs. + au. ,
l,n l,n

In the special case a = c this amounts to presenting the items with

the largest values of s. + u. " or the smallest
1,D 1,n

in this case the strategy maximizing the immediate

tion of the one-element model strategy.

value of 1,. ' Hence,
J.,n

gain is a generaliza-

In the special case c = D the expected gain is maximized by present-

ing the items most likely to be in the unlearned state, which is a dif-

ferent generalization of the O&~ strategy, In the case a = 0 immediate

gain is maximized by presenting the items most likely to be in the short-

term state, These comments are summarized as a the oran forf'uture reference.

Theorem 2,10 s., and U. be the state probabilities for item i
J. J.

on a given trial, and let a and c be the transition probabilities for

moving to the state L from state D and S, respectively, Then the expected

immediate gain is maximized by presenting the items with largest values

of

au. + CS.
J. J.

In the case a = c, this is equivalent to presenting the items least

likely to be in L, In the case a = O,it means presenting the items

~ likely to be in S, In the case c = 0, it means presenting the

items~ likely to be in D,

Counterexamples to Demonstrate Non-optimality of Maximizing Immediate

Gain

When Karush and Dear (1966) established the global optimality of

the OEM strategy, they did so by first deriving the strategy maximizing

14



the immediate gain and then showing by an induction argument that this

strategy is, in fact, globally optimal. ~heir approach to the character

ization of optimal strategies will not carry over into the GF~ framework,

as the counterexamples to be presented will show. A counterexample will

be described for each of the special cases mentioned in ~heorem 2.1. In

each of these cases, the strategy maximizing immediate gain focuses all

attention on a single state probability, ignoring the other two. ~he

thrust of the counterexample in each case is to show that the other two

state probabilities carry important information.

Case 1: a = O. It is perhaps easiest to see the necessity for look

ing ahead more than one stage by examining the special case in which each

item must pass through the short-term state before it can reach the long

term state. ~hat is, the probability ~ of making a direct transition

from the unlearned state to the long-term state equals O. In this

special case, the policy maximizing immediate gain is to present the

item most likely to be in S. If all items start out in the unlearned

state, all have probability zero of being in S. After the first item

is presented, it has positive probability of being in S and will continue

to have for the duration of the experiment. Since the other items would

still have probability zero of being in S, the po].icy~maximizing immed

iate gain would be to continue to present the first item indefinitely.

~here is no immediate gain to be had from presenting a new item once,

because it will just go to the short-term state, but there may be con

siderable advantage in presenting it twice. ~he strategy maximizing

immediate gain ignores this possibility.
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Suppose A and B are two unknown items and four trials are available

for teaching both of them. Suppose the parameter values are a = 0,

b =1, c = f = .5 for both items. The strategy maximizing immediate

gain would devote all four trials to one item. It is easy to verify

that a better strategy would be to present each item twice in succession.

This example is logically suil'ficient to prove that the strategy maximizing

immediate gain is not in general the globally optimal policy in the GFT

framework. It is still possible that such strategies are globally op

timal for SOme other special cases. Two more examples will be given to

show that this is not the case in the instances of most interest in the

present stUdy.

Case 2: a = c. It was shown earlier that when ~ equals ~, the

strategy maXimizing the immediate gain is to present the items least

likely to be in L. Suppose two i tems,_ A and B, are not in L. Suppose

A is in state U and B is in state S. w~ich item should be presented on

the next trial? From the point of view of immediate gain it makes no

difference, because the probability of either item making the transition

to state L is the same; that is, a = c. However, from a longer term

point of view it does make a difference. If item B is presented, it will

be responded to correctly; if item A is presented, it will likely be re

sponded to incorrectly. The incorrect response 'would be informative,

letting the experimenter know that the item was certainly not in L before

its presentation. ThUS, it would be preferable to present item A.

The preceding argument is not completely satisfactory because it is

assumed that both A and B are not in L, so presenting A is not as infor

mative as it seems. But the argument would apply to a case where A and

16



B have the same positive probability of being in L but A is more likely

to be in U than is B. This situation is likely to arise in praGtiGe.

For example, Gonsider the Gase where a ~ b ~ G ~ f ~ g ~ .5. The se-

quenGe of events given in Figure 2.1 Gonsists of an initial phase and

two alternative strategies for a seGond phase. At the end of the initial

phase both items have probability about .79 of being in L, item B has

probability ° of being in U, while item A has probability .10 of being

in U. The strategy maximizing immediate gain would be indifferent with

regard to which of the two alternatives to follow. Direct numerical

Galculations demonstrate that it would be preferable to present A first.

Case 3: c ~ 0. Table 2.2 gives a sequence of events to show the

need for looking more than one trial ahead in the case c ~ 0, a ~ b ~ .25,

f ~ g ~ .50. (It is still a two_item list under consideration.) When

c ~ 0, the strategy maximizing immediate gain is to present the items

most likely to be in U. The idea behind this example is a simple one:

it can be advantageous to refrain from presenting an item, even if it is

the one most likely to be in U, if waiting will significantly increase

the probability of be:j.ng in U. It is necessary that there be another

item available to present whose prospect for immediate gain is nearly

as good.

This example also consists of two phases, the first phase showing

how two items could come to have certain critical state probabilities

under the policy of maximizing immediate gain, the second phase showing

the advantage of looking two stages ahead instead of one, given these

state probabilities. At the end of the initial phase the state proba-

1 1 1 6 3 7
bility vectors for items A and Bare (4' 4'2) and (lb' lb' lb ),

17



Sequence ~ Events

Initial phase} PRESENT A, CORRECT RESPONSE

consistent with
11 B If fl

}

either strategy, " A, " "
~irst four trials " B, " "

~eE"~
,---,---"---t, r-,-----JIIX,

CORRECT
RESPONSE

CORRECT
RESPONSE

1
PRESENT B

~-,'
INCORRECT
RESPONSE

INCORRECT
RESPONSE

1
IPRESENT A I

1
CORRECT
RESPONSE

CORRECT
RESPONSE

I PRESENT B I

1
CORRECT
RESPONSE

I

INCORRECT
RESPONSE

Figure 2.1. Sequence of events showing policy o~ maximizing
immediate gain is suboptimal when a=b=c=f=g=.5.



Table 2.2

Sequences of Events Showing Policy of Maximizing Immediate

1Gain is SUboptimal When a ~ b ~ .25, c ~ 0, f ~ g ~ 2'

Initial phase under

policy maximizing

immediate gain:

Continuation under

MIG policy:

Better continuation:

A+/B+/A+/B-/B+/A-/ continuation

B :!IA

Note: Letter indicates item presented; the sign following
the letter indicates the correctness of the response,
where + means that the correctness does not influence
the decision regarding which item to present next.
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respectively. Since ~ > ft' the policy maximizing immediate gain would

be to present A next. If A is presented, the state probabilities on the

next trial will be such that item B will be presented on the final trial,

whether the response to A is correct or not. Similarly, if item B is

presented first, item A should be presented on the final trial. Direct

calculations show that the latter policy is slightly preferable.

These examples show that globally optimal strategies in the GFT

framework generally require more than maximization of immediate gain.

They do not show that the strategy maximizing immediate gain is never
~

optimaL It obviously is in the special case where the model reduces

to the OEM, when b = O. Even if b is positive, if it is sufficiently

small, it will have no bearing on the optimal strategy. The implications

of the counterexamples given above concern what can be said in general

about globally optimal strategies without specifying the exact values

of the parameters. The fact that we can say very little suggests that

a descriptive approach permitting comparison of strategies with one

another, but not with the globally optimal strategy, would be appropriate.
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CHAPTER III

OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS OF THREE

PRESENTATION STRATEGIES

A re~son~ble model of learning should enable one to make a variety

of predictions about the overall state of a list of items, provided the

items are presented in a certain way, The presentation procedure used

most often in the evaluation of learning models is the RC procedure dis

cussed earlier. When this procedure is used, sample statistics corres

ponding to expressions for the trial of last error, the probability of

error given the last response to the item was an error, and other

descriptive statistics of interest can be calculated and compared with

theoretical predictions.

Matters become more complicated when presentation procedures other

than the RC procedure are employed. For one thing, the meaning of the

descriptive statistics which are of interest may change when other

procedures, such as the OEM strategy, are used. For example, under the

OEM strategy the number of presentations varies widely from one item to

another, so the "trial of last error" means something different than it

does under the RC strategy. Another difficulty which arises concerns

the derivation of theoretical expressions for statistics of interest.

Indeed, it is only in exceptional cases that it is possible to derive

explicit expressions for quantities of interest. Usually, the number

of times each item is presented, and when, is subject to such a variety

of contingencies that explicit calculations are not feasible. As an

illustration, consider the case of the strategy maximizing immediate
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gain within the GFT framework. The item to be presented on a given trial

is the item having the highest value on an index which is a function of

the parameter values, the number of correct responses since the last

error, and the number of items intervening between each of these correct

responses. Direct calculation of exact theoretical formulas of interest

in this situation appears to be hopeless.

The situation is not as bleak as this in the case of the OEM strat

egy because there is a pattern to presentations under this procedure

which serves as a natural basis for summarizing the overall state of the

items. This pattern will be described in some detail, because it serves

as a basis for most of the theoretical derivations in this chapter.

Presentation cycles and "almost" sufficient histories. Under the

OEM procedure items are presented in a series of cycles which are similar

in many respects to trials under the RC procedure. Each item receives a

specified treatment on each cycle. The difference between the RC and the

OEM procedures lies in the fact that under the OEM Procedure the treat

ment of an item may involve several presentations, whereas unCler the RC

proceClure treatment consi,sts of a single presentation per item per trial.

The cyclic structure of item presentations unCler the OEM strategy

a,rises in the following manner. The strategy says to present an item

whenever the string of consecutive correct responses to it is shorter

'than the corresponding strings for the other items. If several items

are tied at a given point, the choice is made on a random basis. At the

beginning of a cycle this index is the same for all items. If an item

is presented and receives a correct response, its index is incremented
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by 1 and is the~efore g~eate~ than the indices fo~ the othe~ items. It

will not be eligible fo~ p~esentation again until all the othe~ items

~each the same level, Le., until the cycle has been completed fo~ all

the othe~ items. If, on the othe~ hand, the item is ~esponded to in

co~~ectly, its index is reset to 0, so it is lowe~ than all othe~ items

and will continue to be lowe~ until ~epeated p~esentations b~ing it back

to thei~ level,

Denote by cycle.:: those presentations ~equi~ed to move the list

f~om the place where all items have been responded to co~~ectly n-l

times in a ~ow to the place whe~e they have all been ~esponded to co~

~ectly n times in a ~ow. Most of the ope~ating cha~acte~istics of

inte~est in desc~ibing pe~fo~ance unde~ the OEM p~ocedu~e, such as

cycle of last e~~o~, p~obability of e~~o~, and cumulative numbe~ of

p~esentations, a~e functions of the cycle numbe~.

When the OEM is an accu~ate desc~iption of the lea~ning p~ocess,

the cycle numbe~ is a sufficient history fo~ desc~ibing the state of a

list of items because fo~ every item in the list the cycle numbe~ is

equal to the numbe~ of co~rect responses since the last e~roro The lag

between successive presentations of a given item is i~~elevant. If fo~

getting is taken into account, as it is in the GFT f~amework being

conside~ed he~e, then the lags become an impo~tant factor. St~ictly

speaking, given a GFT model a sUfficient history for each item involves

the numbe~ of co~rect responses since the last e~~or and the numbe~ of

intervening items presented between each of these co~rect responses.

Fo~tunately, it is possible to simplify this sufficient history in the

case of the OEM procedu~e with negligible loss of info~ation.
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The following observations are the justification for the simplifica

tion of the sufficient history of an item which will be referred to as

an almost sufficient history:

1. When an item is presented on a cycle and the response is cor-

rect on the first try, the item is not presented again on that

cycle, so it is safe to assume that many intervening items will

be presented before that item is presented again.

2. When an item is presented on a given cycle and the response is

an error, there follows a string of presentations of the item

without any intervening items, culminating in a string of pre

sentations with correct responses whose length is 1 less than

the cycle number. The last correct response is made after a

number of intervening items have been presented.

As a consequence of these features of the OEM procedure, the .state

of an item at a given point in the instructional process is essentially

determined by its cycle number and the cycle of last error. The string--- ----~

of correct responses on the cycle of last error has lag 0 between each

presentation except for the last presentation. It and the correct re-

sponses on subsequent cycles have what may, for practical purposes, be

regarded as infinite lag. Therefore, s ~ 0 for these presentations,

where s is the probability of the item being in the short-term state.

Thus, the cycle number indicates the number of consecutive responses to

an item and the cycle of last error indicates the lengths of an initial

block of presentations with no intervening items and a final block of

presentations with many items intervening between them.
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B.r conditioning on the cycle number and the cycle of last error,

it is possible to calculate approxi~ate theoretical expressions for a

number of statistics of interest when this presentation procedure is

e~ployed. These calculations will be carried out in the next section.

Subsequent sections will discuss corresponding expressions for other

procedures. The other procedures to be treated include the RC procedure

and the hypothetical procedure that serves as a baseline for co~parisons

to be ~ade in the next chapter. This hypothetical strategy will be re

ferred to as the ~odified OEM procedure. This is the procedure that

would result if one were so~ehow able to introduce very long lags

between the several presentations of an ite~ which has been responded

to incorrectly on a given cycle. This hypothetical procedure is better

than any procedure that can really be carried out, so it serves as a

useful bound in dete~ining how close a subopti~al procedure is to being

opti~al. It serves this purpose in the place of the opti~al strategy,

whose operating characteristics cannot be dete~ined in practice because

the strategy itself is unknown.

Operating Characteristics of the OEM Strategy

The basic statistic for describing perfo~ance under the OEM strat

egy is the expected number of presentations per ite~ required for each

cycle, Every ite~ receives exactly one presentation on the first cycle,

but on subsequent cycles the number of presentations is a rando~ variable.

Define three rando~ variables for each cycle k > 2 as follows, Let

f k ~ number of presentations required for an ite~ to co~plete

cycle 4,
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W
k

= number of presentations following an error reguired to

obtain a seguenee of k consecutive correct responses, and,

Jt
k

k = the probability of at least one error on cycle k for "- given,
item (the reason for the double sUbscript will become clear

later) ,

Now

r' with probability l-Jtk k
P

k =
,

l+Wk , with probability Jtk k,

Therefore, we have

(1)

The key task of this section is to find Jt
k

k and EW
k

• The main ideas,
~to be used in accomplishing this task apply to a broader class of models

than the GFT framework, so they will be set forth in some generality,

Then specific approximations will be obtained for the GFT framework,

General Formulas

The distribution of Wk,The crucial fact to note about W
k

is that

i~t is the waiting time in a terminating renewal process, in the sense

that Feller (1969, p, 186) defines the term, A renewal process is a

stochastic process whose characteristic feature is that there is an

event which sets the process back to its starting point whenever it

occurs, Such an event is called a recurrent event, We may regard W
k

as the waiting time for the first occurrence of a seguence of k con-

secutive correct responses following an error. The occurrence of an

error is the recurrent event which resets the probabilistic structure
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of the process, Renewal theory provides a fundamental relationship be-

tween the distribution of W
k

and the distribution of Ek, the waiting

time for the next error, Actually, the distribution of Ek is defective

because there is positive probability that the cycle will terminate before

there is another error on the cycle (hence, the term terminating renewal

process). For this reason, we also consider the conditional distribution

of EkJ given that there is another error on the cycle,

Let

and let

and

P(E
k

= v) = e
k,v

for v

P(process terminates without an error) = ek,k+l '

The conditional distribution of E
k

, given that another error occurs on

the cycle J is given by

e
P(E

k
= VIE

k
.. vI, for some v· .. 1, ••• ,k) = "'l_::k;.;.,.,:.V_

-ek,k+l

Let the conditional random variable be denoted by E~,

function for the distribution of E~ is then

The generating

ve
k

s,v

Let .~ (s)
k

""
= L Wk,nsn be the generating function of Wk ,

n=O •
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Theorem 3,L Consider any model for which the occurrence of an error on

cycle k i.s a terminating recurrent evenL Then conclusions A, B, and C

below follm, 0

A, The distribution of W
k

is given by

o for n < k

(2) w
k,n

e
k,k+l

for n ~ k

k

'[
v~l

e w
k,v k,n-v

for n>k,

Bo T'he generating function of W
k

is given by

~ (s)
k

(4)

Co The expected value of W
k

is given by

e
k,k+l

Before proceeding with the proof of the theorem, it would be good

to interQret the terms on the right·-hand side of Equation 4, Equation

4 states that the average number of presentations required following an

error on cycle k is the sum of the number of consecutive correct responses

required, k, and the number of extra responses made necessary by further

errors, The latter term. is the product of l-ek,k+l'o the probability of

further errors on the cycle; __l~~, the expected number of errors on
ek,k+l

the cycle; and gE;::.(l), the average number of presentations per error,
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These quantities depend, of course, on the exact nature of the particu~ar

~earning model being considered.

Proof of the theorem. It is obvious that w
k

~ 0 for n < k. The,n
waiting time for k consecutive correct responses is equal to k with

J:f W
k

> k, there must have been an error on someprobability ek k+l'
I

presentation y ~ l, ••• ,k. The probability that W
k

~ n, given an error

on presentation v, is w
k

• The expression for w
k

when n > k in
,n~v ,D

Equation 2 is the weighted ave.rage of the w
k

's. Taken together,,n-v

these comments justify Equation 2.

nIf both sides of Equation 2 are multiplied by s and the resu~ts

for all va~ues of n added together, the result is

k
00 k

(5) fSw (s) L L
n

~

ek,k+~s + e w s
k n~k+~ v~l

k,v k,n-v

k k (00 )~ y E n-v
~

ek,k+~s + e s w. s
-1 k,y -k 1 k,n-vv- n_ +

which is Equation 3.

Differentiating Equation 3 yields

[l-(l-ek~k+l)gE~(s)]kek,k+lsk-l+ek,k+lsk(~-ek,k+l)gE~(s)

[1-(1-e
k ,k+1)gEk(s)]2

Letting s ~ 1 and noting that gE*(l) ~ 1, we obtain
k
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g' (1) = k +
Wk.

l-ek,k+l
e
k,k+l

which jus ti.fies Equation 4 and completes the proof,

Recursion formulas for computing ~k,ko The general formulas for

computing ~k k to be given are valid for any model of learning for which,
the initial probability of a correct response is a gUessing probability.

However, they are really useful only if the model is one for which con-

ditioning on the cycle of last error leads to a simplification or a

reasonable approximation, as is the ca.se with the GFTo

Let qk be defined as follows:
,n

{'('=r "" cycle n Icycle n-l just completed,
no errors on item yet), for k = 0,

q =k,n
n[cycle n-l just completed,P(Error on cycle

last error on cycle k), for k = l,.oo,n-l.

Similarly, let IT
k

be defined as
,n

ITk,n
{

P(No errors on itemlcycle n just completed), for k = ° ,
p(Last error was on cycle klcycle n just completed),

fork ~ l~ooo,n Q

Note that according to this definition ITk k is the probability that,
the last error was on cycle k, given that cycle k has just been completed.

But this is just the probability that there was an error on cycle k, which

accords with the definition of ITk,k given earliero Also, note that qk,n

is not defined for n = 1. It is not needed and the definition makes no

sense in that instance.
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Theorem 3.2. TI can be computed in terms of q. 's with j,v < k using
k,k J, v

the following relationships.

(6a)

(6b) TIO,n
for n > 2

(6c)

(6d)

n
TI. ~ TI. . n (l-q. ), for j :: l, n> j

J ,n J,J
v~j+l

J ,v

k-l
TIk k ~ L TIi'k~l q. k , for k>2,

i~v
l,

The justification for Equation 6a is that TIO l and TIl l are the, ,
respective proportions of items having and not having correct responses

on the first presentation. Since items are assumed to be unknown at the

outset, the values are g and l-g. The relationship expressed in Equation

6b says simply that the probability of no errors on an item through cycle

n is the product of the probability of guessing correctly on the first

cycle and the appropriate conditional probabilities of not maki.ng an

error on succeeding cycles.

On completion of cycle n, where n > j, the proportion of items

whose last error was on cycle j is the proportion of items with an error

thon cycle j and no further errors through the n cycle. This is the

relationship expressed in Equation 6c.

The formula given in Equation 6d expresses TIk k as the sum of the,
conditional probabilities of error on cycle k, given the cycle of last

error, each weighted by the probability that it was the last error,

This completes the proof.
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In order to u~e Theorems 1 and 2 to find the expected number of

presentation~ on cycle k for a specific model of the learning proces~.

it i~ usually necessary to have explicit elCpres~ions in tems of model

parameters for the following quantities:

The qk til, the conditional probabilities of error on cycle n•
•n

given the last error "Was on cycle k.

th
The probability of no furtblllr errors on the k cycle following

an error on that cycle, ek ,k+l.

C. The conditional distribution of the waiting time for the next

error following an error on <:?ycle kD given that there will be

another error on the cycle, and its mean.

Before deriving expressions for these quantit:i,es in the general

GFT case, it should be noted that the calculations can be simplified

considerabJ.,y in the important special case where Greeno·s model applies.

The calculation of the qk Os can be avoided because a fo:rmula giving,n
the approximation for lf

k
, can be derived directly. The other quantities

oK

of interest are simple functions of "k k and the cycle number.
a

The0reJII 30 2a. When Greeno·s model applies, lfk k can be approximated by
D

the follOWing fo:rmula.

[ l-g •

!(log)(loo)

when k = 1

[ ( )Jk-2g l-a
.a+g( l-a) 1

for k > 2 •

It suffices

Proof. The formula is obvious for k = 1 and 2. It needs to be

gel-a)
demonstrated that lfk+l,k+l = a+g(l-a) lfk,k' for k > 2.

to show that P (In state U on cycle k+l!In state U on cycle k) _ gel-a)
- a+g(l-aJ
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An item must be responded to correctly in order to complete a cycle. If

an item is in U at the start of a cycle, one of three things will happen:

a correct response by guessing and no transition to the long-term state

(with probability g(l-a)); a response, correct or incorrect, followed by

transition to the long-term state (with probability a); or an incorrect

response and no transition to the long-term state (with probability (l-g)

(l-a)). In the latter case, there follows a make-up sequence of presen-

tations, which are useless if Greeno's model holds because the item is

trapped in the short-term state. Then intervening items are presented,

and finally the item is tried once again. Elf this time the item is back

in U (according to the approximation assumption), the process starts over

and is repeated until one of the first two situations obtains. Thus

g( l-a)
00

L [(l_g)(l_a)]v
V~O

g(l-a)
= a+g(l-a) ,

as required.

Approximations Under the GFT

Theorem 3.3: A formula for qk • In terms of the parameters of the GFT,n

presented in Chapter 2, the conditional probability of an error on cycle

n, given that the last error 'was on cycle k, is approximately given by

the following formula.

(l-g)(l-a) [g(1_a)]n-2
, for k 0, n > 2

l-g hg () n-k-l
l-Lk l-g(l-a) + Lk l-g(l~a) [g l-a ]
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where ~ = P (In state L!make-up sequence of length k just completed)

and Lk = l-~.

Proof. The expression for '1
0

will be developed first.
,n

P(no errors through cycle n-l, error on cycle n)
qO,n = PCno errors through cycle n-l)

( 0 n-l(l-g) [g l-a ]
n-2

n-2 ," f) ]V-lg[g(l-a)] + /.- ag[g\l-a
v=l

= (l-g) (l-a)[g(l-a) In
-

2

[g(l_a)]n-2 + l-g(~-aJ (l_[g(l_a)]n-2)

as asserted.

In order to develop the expression for qk n when k .:::: l, let the,
events A and B be defined as followB.

A = [error on cycle n]

B = [last error through cycle n-l was on cycle k].

Then

P(A n B)
= PCB)

The event B will occur if there is an error on cycle k, unless the item

is still not in state L at the end of the make-up seguence in cycle k

and there is another error before cycle n. Hence

n-k-2
L;

v=O

v[g( I-a)] )

= 11 (l _ l-g t.' + l-g [g(l-a) jn-k-l hi) .
k ,k l-g( I-a) -k l"-gC I-a) -k



The event A() B will occur if there is an error on cycle k, and a series

of correct guesses and failures to go to state L on subsequent cycles,

ended by an incorrect guess on cycle n. The probability of this event

is given by

Dividing this expression by the expression just derived forP(B) yields

the formula for q given in Equation 7.
k,n

As one might expect, the quantities remaining to be calculated are

closely interrelated. It is necessary to know Lk in order to use Equa

tion 7 to compute qk • It will soon be seen that it is necessary to
,n

know ek,k+l in order to find Lk' Calculating ek,k+l involves the deter

mination of the distribution of the waiting time for the next error. It

will help keep repetition to a minimum if we can refer to some basic

quantities involved in the several separate calculations. The breakdown

of Wk given in Figure 3.1 suggests what these quantities might be. Define

five new random variables as follows.

K
U

= the number of presentations in c.nterion run on cycle k in

state U.

KS,K
L

= the corresponding random variables for states Sand L.

~ U = the number of presentations in state U following an error,,
given that there will be another error on cycle k.

~ S = the corresponding random variable for state S.,
It turns out that the remaining calculations in this section will be

expedited by considering the joint distributions of (KU,KS,KL) and
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----------------------._-------- Presentations after initial
error, pefore the criterion
run,

Presentations
on cycle k
:following an
error

(Wk )

l-ek k+l E*
:=:.:..::; k,U

ek,k+l

l-ek k+l E*
:=:.:..::; k,S

ek,k+l

presentations
in state U

presentations
in state S

!,.
l-ek,k+l

ek,k+l
~. in all.

'&,
Ku presentations in state U

--------------------------------
K

S
presentations in state S

~-~-----------------------------

K
L

presentations in state L

k presentations
in criterion run

Figure 3.1. Breakdown of presentations on cycle k after initial error.·



(E~ U,E~ 8)' respectively. Note that, ,
and E* + R*k,U -),(,8 E*·k

The joint distrdbution of (~ u,Ek s) is a conditional distribution, ,
given that another error is going to occur. For this reason the proba-

bility of the simple sequence of events that results in the event

(E~ U = £'~8 = m) for some £ and m must be divided by l-ek,k+l in, ,
order to find P(E~,U = £,E~,8 = m). Figure 3.2 shows a classification

of points (£,m) having positive probability into three types such that

the probability expressions are similar for points within a type. The

figure applies to the special case k = 4. The reader can easily verify

the following assertion if he bears in mind that presentations in a make-

up sequence on cycle k are contiguous until.there are k-l presentations

receiving correct !'esponses, in which case a number of items intervene

before the next presentation. Let y = g(l-a-b). Then

£-l( )(. for £~lJ·o"" ,k~l; m=O;y - l-a-b l-g) ,

(8) . k- 1 ( ) . ) for £=k;y - l-a (l-g , =0 ;

£-1 ( )k-£Y b l-c (l-g) ,

Figure 3.3 gives a classification of points (£,m,n) having similar

expressions for ek,k+l P(KU = £ ,Ks = m,KL = n). A suitable approxima

tion for this quantity is given by
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Case I: No passage to S, finally guess
correctiy.

Passage to S means that error
will occur on last presentation,
if at all.

[case III:

•

•

•

r------ Case II : Whether or not passage to Stakes
place after (k-l)st correct guess
does not have any bearing, since
many other items will intervene
before next presentation.

2

3

4

i, = I

m = 0 I 2 3

Figure 3.2. Classification of points (i"m) having similar

expressions for (l-ek,k+I)P(Ek,u = i"E~,S = m),

where E~ u~ Ek S are the numbers of presentations
J. ,

in the respective states in a run culminating in

an error on cycle 4.
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4

3

2

l

m = 0

/ Impossible case (accordi.ng to the approximation
~ assumption) because item cannot be in S on last

presentation in criterion run due to intervening
items 0

"-
""""a.

"""""""IV"

"'><'<'S~n=4 n=3 n=2 n=l n=O

.e = 0 l 2 3 4

Figure 3030 Classification of points (.e ,m,n) having similar

expressions for ek,k+l P(KU = .e,KS = m,KL = n)o

,There KU,KS' KL are the numbers of presentations

in the respective states during the criterion r~n

on cycle 40
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•

£-1 ( )'1 g l-a

£
a'1

,

. ,

for £~k; m~n~O;

for £~O," •• ,k-l; m=0; n~k-£;

£-1 ( )k-£gy b l-c ,

k-m-n ( )m'1 b l-c c,

for £~l, ••• ,k-l; m~k-£; n~O;

for E~k-m-n; m=l, ••• ,k~n; n=l, •• ~,k-l.

The value of ek,k+l can be calculated either by adding the results

of Equation 9 for all allowable values of (£ ,m,n) or by adding the re

sults. for Equation 8 over all a possible values of (£,m) and subtracting

the outcome from 1. The latter course is simpler because i.t avoids a

messy double summation.

•e ~

k,k+l

(10)

k 1 k-l £ 1
l-(l-g)(l-a)'1 - - L '1 - (l-a-b)(l-g)

£~l

k-l . £ 1 k £L (l-g)'1 - btl-c) 
£~l

k-l b
~ l-(l_g)[(l_a)l-l + (l-a-b) .:::.l-"*'1~ + ---"~

1-1 1- _'1
l-c

This expression can be simplified significantly in some important special

cases.

1 - b(l_g)(l_c/-l , when a+b ~ 1, c > 0;

(11) e ;" (l-g)(l-a) k
k,k+l 1 -

1-'1
(1-'1 ) , when a+b < 1, c ~ 0;

1 - btl-g) , when a+b ~ 1, c ~ 0 .

A formula for Lk. It was noted above that the formula for q
k,n

given in Equation 7 presumes knowledge of Lk" For k ~ 1, L
l

~ a,.and

L1 ~ l~ a because items are just presented once on the first cycle,
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regardless of the correctness of the responses. In order to derive an

estimate of Lk for k ~ 2, define events A, B, and C as follows.

A = (Error on cycle k)

B= (Error on cycle k, cycle k completed with no further errors)

C = (Error on cycle k, cycle k completed with no further errors,

but item fails to make transition to state L).

The fact that cc BcA and PtA) > 0 implies that

'.

The quantity p(BIA) is ek,k+l' which was just derived. The quantity

P(CIA) can be obtained by multiplying Equation 9 by I-a and adding over

those possibilities for which KL O. That is,

ek,k+l P(KU = £,KS = m,KL = 0 and no transition to L takes place

after correct guess on last response)

1
£-1 ( )2= Y g I-a for £ = k

£-1 ( )k-£() ,gy b l-c I-a for k =

and

p( cl A)

k-l
k-l ( )2 '\ £-1 ( )k-£( )= y g I-a + L- gy b l-c I-a

£=1

k-l ( )2= Y g I-a +
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= r k- l g(1_a)2 + bg(l;a) [(l_c)k-l _ rk-lj

1- 'l-C

= g(ha) [(l-a - b )/-1 + b (l_c)k-l j
1-.2...- l-....L

l-c l-c

Th~s formula also simplifies in important special cases:

P(CIA) = g(l_a)b(l_c)k-l , when a+b = 1, c > 0;

(1 ) k -'- bg(l-a}
-a r 'l-r ' when a+b < 1, c = 0;

bg(l-a) • when a+b = l,c = 0 •

Finally, the formula for Lk fork ~ 2 is

Lk = ~(C'A)
k,k+l

(12)

In the spec~al cases mentioned above, Equation 12 becomes

(13)
g(l_a)b(l_c)k-l

I_b(l_g)(l_c)k-l

k
(l-aH-.(.l;-r)r +bgj

k
l-r-(l-g)(l-a)(l-r )

g(l-a)b
1-be I-g)
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, when a+b = I, c > 0;

, when a+b < 1, c = 0;

, when a+b = 1, c = 0 •



It might be noted that the formula for ql n given in Equation 7,
reduces to the formula for qO,n when l-a is substituted for L1, Equa-

tion 13 can be used with Theorems 3,2 and 3,3 to compute estimates of

1l
k

,k' Theorem 3,1 tells us how to compute EWk (and hence EPk ) given

1lk,k' ek,k+l' and ~(Ek)' the mean waiting conditional waiting time for

another'error following an error on cycle k, given that there is going

to be another error, Approximations for all but the last of these

quantities have been given above.

The distribution and expected value of ~,

we can use Equation 8 to write

Since ~ ; E~ U + ~ S', ,

for v; kj

yV-l(l_a_b)(l_g), for v; l, ••• ,k-lj

k-l
yk-l(l_a)(l_g) + L: yk-l-mb(l_c)m(l_g), for v; kj

m;l

yV-l(l_a_b)(l_g), for v; l, ••• ,k-lj

yk-l( l-a- ----:;b,-:-:-) (l-g)
Y1--l-a

foJ;' v; k ,

In the special cases, Equation 14 becomes



(15) (l-ek,k+l) P(E~ ~ v)

[ Ol'-':I'-O)k-' ,
,

for v = k;

otherwise, when a+b - 1, c > 0;

a+b < 1, c = 0;

=

{

. yV-l(l_a_b)(l_g) ,

k-l( b ) ( )'r l-a- -1 I~g. -y
J:J( l-g)

+ U::YT' for V = k when

!b( l-g) , for V= k;

I. 0 , otherwise, when a+b = I and c = O.

Straight for-ward sW1llllation of series, omitted here for the sake of

brevity, results in the following expression for (l-ek,k+l)~(E~).

k-l(+ k[y- l-a- 1- ~~.)(l-g) +
. l-c

b(l-g) (I_c)k-l]
1- ..:L

l-c

The restriction that c = 0 does not in itself produce any signifi-

cant simplification in Equation 16. The restriction that a + b = 1 does,

however. In this case

(17) k 1
= (kb(l-g)(l-C) - , when a+b = 1;

lkb(l-g) , when a+b· = 1 and c = 0 .

SW1lIIlary of the calculation of EP
k

• If the expression for EW
k

given

in Equation 4 is substituted for EWk in Equation 1, the result is
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1 + :Ilk k, ) .

If the expr~ss~ons derived above are subst~tuted ~n the r~ght-hand side

of this equation, the result is a cumbersome expression for EF
k

in terms

of the model par~ters. In general, this expression is unenlightening,

so it will not be reproduced here. It should be noted, however, that it

simplifies in the case a+b = 1 to the following:

Furthermore,

k1lk ,k
1 + ----=;;:..-k:--""l •

1-b( l-g) (l-c) -

EP ;, 1 +
k

when a+b = 1 and c ;:;; 0 9

Other Operating Characteristics of the OEM Procedure

One of the chief reasons for studying the operating characteristics

of the OEM. procedure (under the assumption that some model in the GFT

applies) is to find ways of modifying the procedure to get better in-

structional results. In a number of experiments it has been found that

a > c. When this is the case in an instruct~onal setting, one should

maximize the cumulative number of presentations in state U. Thus, it is

usefUl to consider how many of the Fkpresentations of an item on cycle

k are in states U, S, apd L, respectively. This information may suggest

modifications which would increase the proportion of presentations in

state U.

Let Fk,U' Pk,s'

respective states on

and Fk L be the number of presentations in the,
cycle k. Let Il(KU)' Il(Ks )' and Il(K

L
) be the means
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of KU' KS' and KL, respectively, and let ~, sk' £k be the respective

probabilities that an item is in U, S, or L on its first presentation on

cycle k. Xhen

l-e
[ () k,k+l ,,("'* )] ,EPk U = u. +:J(k k [l KU + '"" "'"

, K, ek k+l k,U,

and

Xhe task now is to find ~, sk' £k' [l(KU), [l(KS)' [l(KL), (I-10k k+lM~ U),
, .3

and (l-ek,k+l)[l(E~,S)'

Finding (l-ek,k+l) [l(~,u) ~ (l-ek..k+l ) [l(~,s), Xhe procedure is

very direct: first find (l-ek,k+l) [l(~,s) by adding weighted terms using

Equation 8; then find (l-ek,k+l)[l(~,U) by subtracting the result from

(l-ek,k+l)[l(E~), which is given by Equation 16.

k-l
(18) (l-ek,k+l)[l(E~,S) = m~l m(l-ek,k+l)P(~,S = m)

k-l
." k-m-l ( )m( )= ~ my b l-c I-g

m=l
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Then subtracting Equation 18 from Equation 16, we have

• (l-a- b) (l-g)
(1_y)2

k-l ( ) k ( ) ( ) k-l[l-ki + k-l y ] + k I-g l-a y

+ b(l-g)
2

(1- ..2.-)
l-c

k-l
Y

As was the case with (l-ek,k+l)~(E~), these formulas can be simpli

fied significantly only if a+b = 1. The results for that case are

(20)

and

(
k-l

• ( bel-g) l-c) , when a+b = 1,

l b(l-g) when a+b = 1 and c = 0;

. f (k_l)b(l_g)(l_c)k-l , when a+b = 1,

l (k-l)b(l-g) , when a+b = 1 and c = O.

Finding ~(KU)' ~(Ks)' ~ ~(KL)' The approach to calculating these

quantities is also direct. Expressions for ek;k+l~(Ks) and ek,k+l~(KL)

will be found first because the probability expressions forKs> 0 and

K
L

> 0 given in Equation 9 involve only two of the four types pictured

in Figure 3.3, while those for Ku involve all four types. Once ~(KS)

and ~(KL) have been found, we know ~(KU) = k-~(KS)-~(KL)'

On the basis of Equation 9, we can write



. k-n k~n k-m..n( )m
(21) ek k+1 P(KL=n) ;, ay + t.. bey . 1-e

J m=l

Therefore,

= (a - be )

1-..L
1-e

k-ny + be (l_e)k-n
1-..L

1-e

, for n=l, ••• ,k •

(22) . (a - be )

1- ..L
1-e

k kL n/-n + be L n( 1-e )k-n
n=l 1-..L n=l

1-e

= ak, when a+b = 1, e = 0;

a r~ _y(l-
ykll when a+b < 1, e = 0;L1-y (l-y) 2_ '

k
ak + (l-e)bk - b(1-e)T1-(1-e) ], when a+b = 1, e > 0;

e

(a _ be ) [~_ y(l-l)l +. be r~ _(l-e)[l-(l-e)kJ],
1_..L 1-y (1_y)2 1_..L le e2

1-e - 1-e

when a+b < 1, e > 0 •

The corresponding argument in the case of ek k+l~(KS) is that,

( ) k-m-1()m k~m k-m-n( )m
(23) ek k+1 P KS=m = bgy 1-e + /..- bey 1-e

, =1

b (1 )
m k-m-1 be(l-e)m(l k-m)

= g -e y + 1-y -y , for m=l, ••• ,k-1;

therefore,
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bg(k-l), when a+b ~ 1, c ~ 0;

b
[
k-l )'(l_)'k-l)] 0,'g -- - , when a+b < 1, c ~

1-)' (1-)') 2

when a+b ~ 1, c > 0;

b
+-1-)'

~ [l_(l_c)k-l _ (k_l)(l_c)k-lc],
c

when a+b < 1, c > 0 •

Approximations for [.l(K
L
), [.l(K

S
)' and [.l(Ku) can now be computed using

Equations 22, 24 and the formulas for ek,k+l given in Equations 10 and

11. For example, in the simplest non-trivial case, where a+b ~ 1 and

c ~ 0, they are given by

ka
1-b( l-g) ,

(k-l)bg
- l-b(l-g) ,

and

The values of ~, sk' and £k are needed in order to complete the

state-by-state breakdown of the average number of presentations on cycle

k. These are easily determined by the relationships ~k k ~ (l-g)~,
~
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l-~k k ; £k + ~, and sk ; O. The fact that sk ; 0 is a consequence,
of the approximation assumptions. These relationships imply that

(25

and

1C
.~

l-g

1 -
11:
k,k .
l-g

FormQlas have been derived which provide for the calculation of the

main quantities of interest when the OEM strategy is employed. We turn

now to the calculation of analogous quantities when other strategies are

used.

Operating Characteristics of Other Strategi.es

An Ideal Modification of the OEM Strategy

Most experiments to date concerned with the evaluation of the GFT

framework suggest that parameter a > c. If the number of items being

presented is large, say, greater than 20, then most of the items will

not be in the short-term state at a given time. If it could be guar-

anteed that all items to be presented would not be in S, then the

question of the optimal item to present would be reduced to the question

of which item is most likely to still be in state U. The OEM would

describe the learning process and the on~ strategy would be optimal.

Such a modification of the OEM strategy would be ideal if it could be

accomplished.

There are a number of ways one might approach this ideal. All items

could be presented on a given cycle before any item receiving an error

response was presented again. Those items receiving error responses
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could then be presented in the standard cyclic fashion for the required

number of make-up trials. Those items in the sublist receiving no errors

in the remedial phase would be removed and the others would be presented

once again and checked against the criterion, and so forth. The outcome

of such a procedure should be that only a few items toward the end of

the cycle would receive repeated presentations without a fairly large

number of intervening items.

It is hard to say exactly how close an approach like the one just

described would come to the ideal. The matter will not be pursued

further here. But the operating characteristics of the ideal modifica-

tion are easy to calculate, because they are just the characteristics

derived in the last section, computed under the assumption that the OEM

applies. The results will be stated here without proof, because they

are based on well-known results for the OEM.

The mean number of presentations on cycle k. By Theorem 3.1 we

know that

~ 1 + J"Ck k (k +,
l-ek,k+l

e
k,k+l

Consider £., the probability that an item is in state L at the end of
J

the jth cycle. Successive values of £j can be computed by the formula

Then we have

£ j+( 1-£ j) ag

~ £.+Cl-£.)g
J J

, where o •
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By either letting b ~ 0 in Equation 16 or by straight forward argu-

ment from the properties of the OEM, it can be shown that

(26) (l-e . hl.(E*) ~ (l-a) (l-g) (1- [g( l-a) ]k) _ k (l-a) (l-~)
k,kTl k [l_g(1_a)]2 l-g(l-a

k
[gel-a)] •

Similarly, letting b ~ 0 in Equati.on 10 or proceeding by a direct argu-

ment yields

(27) e ~

k,k+l
1 _ (l-g)(l-a) (l_[g(l_a)]k-l) •

l-g\l-a)

It is inter~sting to compare these results with well-known results

for the OEM. Let k become indefinitely large in Equations 26 and 27.

Then we get

a
lim ek k+l ~ l-g(l-a) ,

k->oo '

which corresponds to the standard result for the probability of no more

errors, following an error, when the OEM applies; and

lim (l-e )~(R*) ~ (l-a)(l-g)
k-> 00 k,k+l K [1_g(1_a)]2

If we let L be the trial of last error in an infinite sequence of

presentations, then the mean of L is given by

_ l-g ( _ 1 )
EL - a l-g( l-a)

Thus

lim
k ..... 00
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The quantity EL is the mean trial of last error, starting~~ £.

With probability a, an item. moves to state L following an error, in which

case there will certainly be no more errors. With probability l-a, the

process starts again from U.

Other operating characteristics of the ideal modification. B,y

hypothesis, no items in the short-term state are ever presented under

the modified strategy. Hence,

which has already been calculated. It is easy to show that

(28)
ka(l-[g(l-a)] }

2
[l-g( l-a)]

The breakdown of EP
k

into the mean number of presentations in each state

is as follows.

l-ek,k+l
e
k,k+l

and

The asymptotic distribution of the cycle of last error. It may

sometimes be of interest to consider what would happen if either the

OEM procedure or its ideal modification were continued for a very large

number of cycles. It is clear that sooner or later all items would be

learned and there would be no further errors. In fact, the distribution

of the cycle of last error can be expressed simply in terms of the rrk k'S.,
De fine rrk , 00 and flk as follows,
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J(k CD = p( last error is on cycle k),
and

~ = P(no more errorslerror on cycle k) •

Then J(k = lim J(k n' and J(
,a::J n-? co' k,co

that

:::; 1tk k, It follows from Equation lc

lim
n-?(D

n-k

IT (l-qk k+) •
v=l '

A more profitable way to look at 13
k

is to condition on whether an item

is in state L or not following the make-up sequence on cycle k. Then we

get

(29) ~ = Lk + Lk P(no more errorslin state U following cycle k)

00

~ ( ) v-k-l'--' [g I-a ] ga
v=k-tl

LIe' ga
= k + K l-g(l-a)

= I Ie' l:g
- K l-g(l-a) •

Therefore, the asymptotic probability that the last error is on cycle k

is given approximately by

Operating Characteristics of the RC Procedure

For purposes of comparison, it is desirable to know the operating

characteristics of the RC presentation procedure used in many experiments



on paired-associate learning. The usual approach used to derive theoret-

ical predictions for this procedure when models like those in the GFT

are being considered, is to mUltiply the learning matrix by an "average"

forgetting matrix to get a single transition matrix summarizing the

effects of learning following presentation and forgetting between pre-

sentations. Approximate theoretical predictions can then be made in

terms of this single transition matrix. For the GFT, this matrix is

given by

(31) p ~ 1 0 :l r: 0 01
I

c l-c l-f

:JI
a b l-a-bJ Lo 0

T
0 0

(l-c) (l-f) (,-,j, l
b( l-f) bf+(l-a-b)_

Calculation of the n-stage transition matrix, pn, is facilitated

by noting that the matrix P can be partitioned as follows, where B is a

2 x 2 matrix.

It follows by simple algebr~, that

o
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In the general case, there does not seem to be any particularly

simple way to express BT). Of course, it is very easy to carry out the

mUltiplications numerically, so the lack of a simple expression causes

no special difficulty. However, in the case a+b = 1, B
n

does have .a

very simple form. If we let A = (l~f)(l-c) + bf, ;l.t is easy to verify

that

This is so because A is a characteristic root of B (and of p) and each

row of B is a left characteristic vector corresponding to A. Therefore,

nP can be written as

(33) p
n = 1 0

o 1( ) n-l O..-c)( I-f) },.o-l (l_C)nn~l1- l-c A

(1_,),>"-1_ •( ) n-l (l-a)(1- f) An- l
_l~ l~a A

In the general case, two positive values of A are given by the

formula

(34)

A =
(l-c) (l-f)+bf+( l-a-b):t j [(l':'c) (l-f)+bf+(l-a-b)]2~4( l~c) (l-f) (l~a-b)

2

Equation 34 shows why the case a+b = 1 is spec~al. A modification of

Equation 33 using both A'S is useful in computing pn in the general case,

even though the theoretical formulas would be very messy in terms of the

basic model parameters.

In the case a+b = 1, A can be interpreted as the proportion of items

currently in state S or state U which will still be in S or U following

the next presentation.



nIf the starting state vector, [0, 0, 1], is postmultiplied by P ,

the result is the expected state vector after trial n. Thus

(35) ;, ( ) n-l; 1- l-a An

s = (J..-a) (l-f)"n-l, andn

u = (l_a)fAn- l .n

Equation 35 can be used to derive all the operating characteristics

one desires. The details will be discussed in the next chapter, in which

the operating characteristics dexived in this chapter will be used in

numerical comparison of proceduxes.
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CHA:P~ER IV

NUMERICAL COMPARrSON OF PRESEN~ATION STRATEGIES

The purpose of this chapter is to compare the three presentation

strategies We have been considering, using the formulas which were de

rived in the last chapter with specific parameter values to make pre

dictions. Two kinds of questions are of particular interest. One

concerns comparison of strategies given a certain set of parameter values.

For example, how big is the difference between the RC procedure and the

OEM procedure in terms of how many items are in the long-term retention

state after a given number of presentations? How big is the difference

between the OEM procedure and its ideal modification? Another kind of

question of interest concerns how answers to the first kind of question

vary as a function of parameter values. Do changes in the rate of tran~

sition from the unlearned to the long-term state affect the size of the

differences between the OEM procedure and the RC procedure? In order

to address these questions, operating characteristics of the three

strategies have been computed for thJ:ee different sets of parameter

values. It might be helpful at this point to say a few words about the

particular values that were chosen.

From the point of view of ease of calculation the best parameter

values to choose satisfy the constraints of the model proposed by Greeno

(1966): c ~ 0 and a + b ~ 1. That is, the probability of a presented

item making a direct transition from the short-term to the long-term

state is 0 and the probability is 1 that a presented item in the uncon

ditioned state will make a transition either to the short-term or to the
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long-term state. Expressions for operating characteristics of the OEM

procedure are considerably simpler in this case than they are in general.

It was noted in the previous chapter that the OEM procedure leads

to cyclic presentation of items, with repeated presentation of items

receiving error responses on a given cycleo If Greeno's model holds,

these massed presentations are uselesso Immediately following the first

presentation of an item on a given cycle the item is either in the long

term or short-term retention state, because a + b ~ 1. It is unnecessary

to present it again if it is in the long-term state and it is useless to

present it again immediately if it i.s in the short-tenn state, because

c ~ o. We want to eXaJP_ine the predictions of Greeno's model in Some

detail because we would expect them to differ sharply from the predic

tions of the OEM•

. In contrast to Greeno's model the LS-2 model proposed by Atkinson

and Crothers (1964) makes almost the same predictions for operating

characteristics of the OEM procedure as the OEM itself. As in Greeno's

model a + b ~ 1, but in the LS-2 model c ~ a. Since the probability of

the presented item making a transition to the long-term state is the

same whether the item is in the short-tenn or unconditioned state, the

fact that a + b ~ 1 does not diminish the value of the massed presenta

tions which occur under the OEM procedure. Greeno's model and the LS-2

model make the same predictions for the ideal modification of the OEM

procedure and for the RC procedure because these predictions depend only

on~, the transition probability between the unconditioned and the long

term state. For this reason it is unnecessary to calculate the operating

characteristic for the LS-2 model directly unless one is interested in
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the small, detailed differences between the LS-2 and OEM models under

the OEM procedure.

Both cases mentioned so far satisfy the constraint a+b~ 1. One of

the interesting features of the data presented by Rumelhart (1967) was

that the accuracy of predictions within the GFT framework could be signi

ficantly enhanced by allowing a+b < 1. This suggests that operating

characteristics might be different for these two cases also. We will

compare the prediction of two models which differ only with respect to

whether a+b ~ 1 or a+b < 1. It will be seen that, contrary to our ex

pectations, the differences in operating characteristics based on the

two sets of parameters are minimal.

The reason the differences are small has to do with the most im

portant variable influencing the relative performance of the strategies:

the transition probability from the unlearned to the long-term state, ~.

When~ is relatively large, as it is in Rumelhart's experiment, the dif

ferences between the three strategies are moderate and relatively

insensitive to the values of the other pa:rameters. When a is relatively

small, the diffe:rences are pronounced and dependent on the values of the

otherpa:rameters. These points will be expanded upon in an analysis of

the detailed predictions for the three strategies using the three sets

of parameter values given in Table 4.1•

. Predictions of Greeno's Model When Learning is Slow

Atkinson and Crothers (1964) compared the fit of several models,

including their LS-2 model, on eight different sets of experimental data.

Of the eight experiments, the rate of learning was slowest in an experi

ment conducted by Hansen (1963) with four and five-year old nursery
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Table 4.1

Three Sets of Parameter Values to be Used to Generate

Theoretical Predictions of Operating Characteristics

Under the Three Presentation Strategies

Case Parameter values E?speriment

a b c f g

1 .129 .871 0 .844 .250 Four and five
year old children.
Hansen (1963)

2a .410 ·590 0 .954 .333 University under-
graduates. Rumelhart

2b •380 .360 0 ·702 .333 (1967) • Both cases
fit data from same
experiment. Case 2b
relaxes constraint
that a+b=L
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school children. Atkinson and Crothers report parameter estimates for

the 18-2 model for this data. We are more interested in predictions for

Greeno's model, for reasons described above. Xn order to adapt the

parameter estimates for the 18-2 model to Greeno's model, we use the

fact that if a' and f are parameters of the 18-2 model and ~ is the

learning rate in Greeno's model, then Greeno's model with ~ ~ a'f and

the same value of f will yield exactly the same predictions for the RC

procedure as the 18-2 modeL The parameter values for Case 1 given in

4.1 were obtained. usi,IlK this adjustment.

Before considering the operating characteristics predicted from

these parameters, the reader may wish to review the breakdown of presen-

tations on a given cycle under the OEM procedure which is summarized in

Tables 4.2a and 4.2b. Table 4.2a gives general terms and their explicit

expression in the case of Greeno's model. Table 4.2b identifies the

terms used in the formulas in Table 4.2a.

It is worth noting that under the OEM procedure Greeno's model pre-

dicts that the average number of presentations in the unlearned state on

a given cycle, EPk U' is,
error on the cycle. The

a constant mUltiple of rrk k' the probability of,
number of presentations in the short-term state,

EP
k

8' on the other hand, depends on. the product (k-l)rr
k

k' The overall, ,
expected number of presentations on cycle k is 1 plus a constant multiple

of rr
k

kk. These observations provide a basis for determining whether or,
not the OEM procedure will be far from optimal under Greeno's model.

Massed presentations are a real problem only on later cycles where the

criterion run is long. If rrk,kk converges to 0 relatively fast with

increasing k, they are not a problem. If not, the OEM procedure will
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Table 4.2a

General Fo:rnrulas, Giving a Breakdown of the Expected Number of Presentations

of' an Item on a Typical Cycle k, with Simplified Expressions

Which Apply When -Greeno's Model Holds*

State

Part of cycle

First presentation

u

'1<-1

s

o

L

t
k

_
l

AJ.l states

1

0\w Between first
presentation and
crtterion run

1Ck,k
l-ek,k+l

-€k,k+l
~(E~,U) :Jtk,k

l-ek,k+l

.ek,k+l
~(~,s) o 1'Ck ,k'

l~ek,k+l

ek,k+l
~(F{)

Criterion ron

b( l-g)"k k
~ l.b(l-gj

"k,k~(KU)

bg"k,k
= lobel-g)

(k-l)b(l-g)"k,k

= lobel-g)

"k,k~(KS)

(k-l)bgnk,k
= lobel-g)

"k,k(KL)

ka"k,k
= lobel-g)

kb(l-g)"k,k

lobel-g)

"k kk,

Total
bn

kk:.. + '
EPk U - '1<-1 lobel-g), Efk,s

(k-l)bnk k

= l-b(l-gj
"- ka"k,k

EPk,L - t k_l + l-b(l-g) EP ;
k

kak,k
lobel-g)

*Note: See key in Table 4.2b for identification of terms~



Table 4.2b

Key to Terms Used in Table 4.2a

u.. P, probability item is in state U (or L)foUowing
k-l' k-l

cycle k-L

llk ,k = probability of an error on the first response in

cycle k.

e = probability of no further errors on cycle k,
k,k+l

following an error.

l
--~-- = expected number of errors on
ek,k+l at least one error occurs on

cycle k, given that

the cycle.

(l-ek k+l) fl(~) = expected waiting time for the next error,
on cycle k, in terms of number of responses

following an error, given -that another

error is going to occur.

breakdown of

(l-ek,k+l)fl(E~) by

state.

fl(KU),fl(KS),fl(K
L

) = expected number of presentations in the

respective states on the criterion run

on cycle k.

expected number of presentations on

cycle k, with breakdown by states.
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be far from optimal. This can be seen in the present case, where learn-

ing is slow, by comparing the performance of the OEM procedure and its

ideal modification.

The ideal modification of the OEM strategy serves two purposes in

the comparisons to be made now. It presents an upper bound on how much

the OEM strategy can be improved by simply manipulating the number of

intervening items between presentations of an item on a cycle. It also

gives indication of the discrepancy between the predictions of the OEM

and of Greeno's model for the OEM strategy, since its operating charac-

teristics are what the OEM would predict, with or without the modification.

When learning is slow, this discrepancy is pronounced, as may be seen in

Table 4.3.

The effect of the two procedures on ~k k is the same for the first,
two cycles, so ~3,3 = .410 for both of them. But the OEM procedure re-

quires 5.77 presentations per item to reduce error probability to this

point, whereas the modified OEM procedure requires only 4.07 presenta-

tions. The size of the discrepancy increases for the next several

cycles. Two more cycles under the modified procedure reduces ~k k to,
.04, a point that requires five additional cycles to reach under the OEM

strategy, In terms of number of presentations per item, the comparison

is 22.67 versus 10.90 presentations, a difference of more than 100%•

. It is also interesting to compare the probability that an item is

in the long-term state after a given number of cycles under the modified

and unmodified OEM strategies with the corresponding probability for an

item receiving the same number of presentations under the RC procedure.

The difference between the modified OEM procedure and the RC procedure
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Table 4.3

Predictions of Greeno's'Model for Selected Operating

Characteristics of the OEM, Modified OEM, and RC

Procedures When Learning is Relatively Slow*-

( a) OEM procedure

Probability Probability item
item is in is in long-term

Expected cum- long-term state after same
Cycle Probability ulative number state after k number of presen-
number of error on of presentations cycles under tations underRC

k cycle k through cycle k OEM procedure procedure

1 ·750 l.00 .129 .129

2 .653 5·77 .453 .4'J(

3 .410 10·32 .656 ·702

4 .258 14.29 .784 .812

5 .162 17.62 .864 .872

6 .102 20.38 .915 .907

7 .064 22.67 .947 .928

8 .040 24.60 .966 .943

( b) Modified OEM procedure

1 ·750 l.00 .129 .129

2 .653 4.07 .453 .390

3 .410 8.37 .798 .627

4 .151 10·90 .948 ·722

5 .039 12.34 .988 .764

6 .009 13.45 .9'J( ·793

7 .003 14.48 .999 .816

8 .000 15.49 l.000 .836

*Note: Parameter values: a = .129, g = .25·
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is dramatic in this respect, while the difference between the unmodified

OEM and RC procedures is small and actually in the wrong direction for

the first five cycles. See the last two columns of Table 4.3 for these

comparisons.

Predictions of Greeno's Model When Learning is Rapid

Parameter values used to obtain predictions .of Greeno's model when

learning is rapid are given in Table 4.1, Case 2a. They are reported by

Rumelhart (1967) to be the minimum chi-square estimates, computed by a

grid search, for data from an experiment involving Stanford undergraduates.

One property of Greeno's model which has already been noted is that

the probability of error on a cycle is the same for both the modified

and unmodified procedures for the first three cycles. After the first

three cycles, it drops more rapidly for the modified procedure. When

learning is slow, this results in notable differences between the two

procedures in terms of ~k k' for k > 3. In the present case, learning,
is so rapid that there is little room for the ~k k's for k >3 to differ,,
because they are all close to O. Even though the ~k k's are close for,
the two procedures, it is conceivable that the procedures differ in terms

of the number of presentations required to complete cycles. They do in

this case, but only slightly. For example, it takes 3.30 presentations

on the average to finish two cycles under the OEM procedure and 3.14

presentations under the modified procedure.

By referring to Table 4.4, the reader can see that the small dif-

ferences between the modified and unmodified OEM procedures are typical

of the differences that can be considered. All the differences favor

the modified OEM procedure, as they must, but none of the differences



Table 4.4

Predictions of Greeno's Model for Selected Operating

Characteristics of the OEM, Modified OEM, and RC

Procedures When Learning is Relatively Rapid*

( a) OEM procedure

Probability Probability item
item is in is in long-term

Expected cum- long-term state after same
Cycle probability ulative number state after k number of presen-
number of error on of presentations cycles under tations underRC

k cycle k through cycle k OEM procedure procedure

1 .667 1.00 .410 .410

2 .393 3·30 .809 .807

3 .128 4.93 .938 ·915

4 .041 6.20 .980 ,955

5 .Ol3 7·31 ·992 .974

6 .005 8.36 .998 .984

( b) Modified -OEM procedure

1 .667 1.00 .410 .410

2 .393 3.14 .809 ·793

3 .128 4.67 ·957 ·902

4 .029 5.82 ·991 .945

5 .006 6.85 .998 .967

6 .001 7.86 1.000 .980

*Note: Parameter values: a ~ .41, g ~ .33.
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are large. Examination of the last two columns of Table 4.4 also reveals

that when learning is rapid, Greeno's model predicts that the differences

between the OEM procedure, modified or unmodified, ,and the RC procedure

will be slight.

Predictions of a More General Model When Learning is Rapid

The parameters of Case 2b in Table 4.1 are what Rumelhart obtained

for the data just described when he relaxed the requirement that a+b ~ 1.

Predictions of operating characteristics of the OEM procedure made by

Greeno's model and the more general model are compared in Table 4.5.

The differences in the predictions are very slight indeed. In general,

one would expect there to be a difference in the predictions the two

models make regarding the expected number of presentations in the short

term state per cycle. In the present case the model for·which a+b < 1

predicts about a third fewer presentations in the. short-term state than

does Greeno's model, but the rate of learning is so great that the

number of these presentations is predicted to be small by both models.

Summary of the Relative Performance of the Three Strategies

It mig(lt be helpful to review some properties of the special cases

of the GFT we have been considering before summarizing the results. No

cases have been examined for which c > a. There are two reasons for this

omission: first, no experiments have been reported for·which c > a, at

least to the author's knowledge; second, the case c > a radically modi

fies what is desirable in a strategy, because it is then desirable to

present items which are in the short-term state. The question of good

presentation strategies for this case would be interesting in itself if

situations arise where it applies. Among cases where c ::: a, we have
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Table 4.5

Comparison of Predictions of Greeno's Model

and a Model that Pennits a + b < 1

Probability that Expected number of
Cycle item is in state cumulative presen~ Expected number of
number L at start of tations through presentations of items

k cycle k cycle k in state S on cycle k

a+bo=l a+b<l a+bo=l a+b<l a+bo=l a+b<l

1 1.00 1.00 .00 .00

2 .41 .38 3·30 3.37 .38 .27

3 .81 .81 4.93 4.99 .25 .18

4 .94 .94 6.20 6.24 .12 .08

5 .98 .98 7·31 7·33 .05 .03

6 ·99 ·99 8.36 8.37 .02 .01

*Note: For Greeno's model parameters are a 0= .41, b 0= .59.

For the more general model a 0= .38, b 0= .36.
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considered or can guess what would be predicted for models having ex

treme values of the three parameters. That is, we have some basis for

saying what will happen for ~ large and small, for b ~ 0 and b ~ l-a,

for c ~ 0 and c ~ a. The predictions are as follows.

1. When a is large, differences on other parameters are not im

portant. The operating characteristics of the three strategies

are such that the modified OEM strategy has a slight advantage

over the OEM strategy and the OEM has a slight advantage over

the RC strategy. If a ~ c, the modified and unmodified OEM

are.practically identical.

2. When .. a is small and c = 0, the modified OEM procedure is far

better than the other two•. In this circumstance, the RC pro

cedure may even be slightly superior to the OEM procedure.

3. When,a is small and ~ ~ ~, the modified OEM is much better than

the RC procedure, but not much better than the unmodified OEM

procedure.

4. Regard.ing the importance of parameter E" we may say:

a •. It is not important when a is large.

b. If ~ is small and ~ ~ 0,. E, determines the relative perfor

mance of the OEM and modified OEM procedures. The worst

case for the OEM procedure is when b ~ l-a and the best

case when b = O. (In the latter case, the OEM and modified

OEM operating characteristics are identical.)

c. Ifa is small and c = ~, the size of b is of little

importance.
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Some of the qualitative conclusions suggested here could be deduced

heuristically without calculating the operating characteristics in nu

merical terms. The numerical calculations serve to transform the vague

generalizations which could be made without them into assertions whose

meaning can be made as precise and detailed as one wants.
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CHAPTER V

CONCLUDING DISCUSSION

Attempts to deduce instructional implications from psychological

theories or empirical generalizations may be crudely classified as be

longing to one of two typeso One type of deduction is very informal,

perhaps, but not necessarily because the relationship on which it is

based is only. loosely formulatedo Practically all deductions of impli

cations for instructional practice were of this type until ten years agoo

At that time, the success of some very explicit mathematical theories of

simple learning processes led a few investigators to try more formal

derivation of instructional strategieso Because the explicit mathematical

statement of the consequences of instructional acts makes it possible to

formulate the question of optimal instruction policy in completely unam

biguous terms, it is natural to seek the answer to this questiono The

study undertaken in this paper is closer in spirit to this latter type

of approach, but it does involve what some might regard as regressive

elements of the first approacho

It was argued in the second chapter with regard to the question of

item presentation strategy, that the globally optimal strategy corres

ponding to the GFT is too complicated to be of central interesto But

what is of interest if the optimal strategy is not? Surely, if a reason

able model of the process of learning items exists, it should be possible

to use it to make jUdgments about presentation strategies, even if it is

not practical to work with the globally optimal strategy based on that

modelo The problem is that the bases for the judgments may come to
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depend somewhat on the biases and preferences of the individual investi

gator. For example, investigator A may argue. for the. strategy.maximizing

immediate gain while investigator B pushes a modificatiDn of the O~~

strategy, both justifying their choice on the basis of the GFT. Some

theorists would regard this as an unpleasantly awkward situation; others

would see nothing wrong.with.it. Tukey (1962), for example, has stated

that the question. of which statistical procedure is optimal in a given

situation does not interest him until he knows of four sensible alter

natives that have demonstrably different properties. At that point,

lack of a criterion for choosing between the alternatives becomes a

concern. It may happen that none of the alternatives is globally op

timal, but one or more of them is very nearly optimaL If a theoretical

analysis could identify such a situation when it occurs it would be very

helpful, even if the analysis does not yield an optimal procedure.

The descriptive analysis of three presentation procedures under GFT

assumptions given in Chapters III and IV provides some basis for saying

when a strategy is nearly optimaL When learning is very rapid, for

example, both the RC and the OEM strategies are very nearly optimal,

independent of the exact parameter values. When learning is extremely

slow, the RC procedure is poor, and how bad the OEM procedure is depends

very much on the exact parameter values. These theoretical results are

consistent with the results of the few empirical studies that have been

done. Whether or not they will hold up under more direct experimental

scrutiny is an open question.

There are a number of limitations imposed by the scope of this

study which would need to be considered before applying the conclusions



in a particular list learning situation, . It has been assumed that the

GFT adeguately describes the process governing learning and retention;

that the items have neutral transfer value with respect to each other;

that all the items are unknown at the start of instruction; that corres

ponding learning parameters are egual from one item to the next; and

that the reward structure can be taken to be a simple function of the

overall. probability of correct response at the end of instruction, One

or more of these assumptions are very likely to be violated in practice.

Violations may or may not have damaging conseguences for a given strategy,

There are some relevant studies that relate to some of these conseguences,

Let us review some of them now,

The adequacy of the GFT framework, It is almost certain that the

GFT framework could be shown to be an oversimplified account of the

process of learning and retention, The phenomena of human information

processing are now being studied with particular intensity, At times

it seems as though important new developments are appearing monthly,

In a climate of such intense experimental and theoretical inquiry all

bets are off concerning the adequacy of any simple model, One aspect

of the GFT which is suspect concerns its representation of what happens

to an item which is not presented on a given trial, The GFT ass·wnes

that no learning takes place in this situation, But suppose a subject

surreptitiously rehearses an item for a few trials after it has been

presented, The GFT assumes that transitions to the long-term state

could not take place via such a process, In fact, in a very successful

model of human memory proposed by Atkinson and Shiffrin (1968), such a

rehearsal process plays a central role, It is beyond the scope of this
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paper to guess what the implications of other models of learning and

memory might be with regard to item presentation strategy. But it is

important to note that the GFT is not the only way that the memory pro

cesses can be modeled. For purposes of this study it suffices that it

is a reasonable way to model the process.

Heterogeneity of items. The assumptions that items are all unknown

at the start of instruction and that their learning parameters are equal

from item to item are almost certain to be violated unless extraordinary

measures are taken to insure that they hold. The necessity for such

measures notably reduces the general applicability of the procedures

requiring them. rt may be that a procedure will be reasonably robust

with respect to minor violations of homogeneity. Calfee (l970), for

example, carried out some n~erical calculations which suggest that this

is the case for the OEM procedure, provided the other OEM assumptions

are satisfied. We might argue, by analogy, that a suitably modified

OEM procedure would stand up Pretty well under minor deviations from

item homogeneity, provided the other assumptions of the GFT hold. If

item heterogeneity is extensive, however, a couple of studies have

shown that parameter-dependent strategies which take these item differ

ences into account will out-perform the OEM procedure. See Laubsch

(l969), and Atkinson and Paulson (l972).

The importance of item heterogeneity has been noted; it should also

be noted that in order to implement a parameter-dependent strategy the

key problem is to find suitable parameter estimates. These estimates

must separate subject and item differences, so we are led indirectly to

a consideration of individual differences. The consideration of subject



differences required has an· interesting twist to it: it is not enough to

estimate the state of knowledge of a sUbject; one must also measure in a

fairly "direct" sense the subject 1 s ability to learn. These measure

ments may have some important implications for the concept of intelligence

and its assessment. In a symposium on the nature of intelligence, Hunt

(1972). described some exploratory studies of persons of above average

intelligenc",.who could be classified into two groups on the basis of

being more quantitatively than verbally orie0ted, and vice versa. These

sUbjects were given continuous memory tasks like the one described by

Atkinson and Shiffrin (1968), apd model parameters were estimated for

their model. Consistent individual differences between subjects were

found; these differences were meaningfully related to differences in

their independently determined profiles of ability. Parameter-dependent

strategies should be of continuing practical and theoretical interest.

Other crucial assumptions. It is patently clear for some kinds of

curriculum material that some ways of sequencing the material make sense

and others do not. When there is a natural sequence or hierarchy in the

material to be learned, good presentation strategies must take them into

account. Such strategies are beyond the scope of this study. Also be

yond the scope of this stUdy are situations where the items to be learned

are differentially weighted in terms of their importance. Smallwood

(1970) has considered this kind of problem, using an OEM theoretical

framework which allows for item heterogeneity.

Final Remark

It should be apparent from the preceding discussion that the item

selection problem is not a single problem with a single solution, but
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rather is a family of problems representing a wide range of educational

situations in which the question of optimal procedure is open. The study

described in this paper has addressed one of these problems. Other

studies examining some of the other problems which remain unresolved are

in progress. It is the goal of all of these studies to develop general

methods which may be used to attack more complex optimization problems.

Three universal aspects of problems of optimizing instrUction are empha

sized: (1) the development of an adequate description of the learning

process, (2) the assessment of costs and benefits associated with pos

sible instructional actions and states of learning,and (3) the derivation

of optimal strategies based on the goals set for the student.

The format of the list learning tasl< is simple enough that all three

aspects of optimization problems mentioned above can be subjected to de

tailed experimental and theoretical analysis. In addition to research

described in this paper, instructional strategies which explicitly take

individual differences into account are now being studied. There should

be studies in the near future utilizing organizational features of the

material to be learned in constructing optimal strategies. While the

direct implications which can be drawn from such formal optimization

stUdies of list learning are necessarily limited, the fact that many

prototypical educat;i.onal problems remain unresolved even within this

restricted context justifies continued expenditure of effort at this

level.
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